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Naturally Light Hidden Photons inLARGE Volume String Compati�ationsMark Goodsell1, Joerg Jaekel2, Javier Redondo3 and Andreas Ringwald31LPTHE, Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie - Paris VI, Frane2Institute for Partile Physis and Phenomenology, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom3Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstratExtra \hidden" U(1) gauge fators are a generi feature of string theory that is of partiularphenomenologial interest. They an kinetially mix with the Standard Model photon andare thereby aessible to a wide variety of astrophysial and osmologial observations andlaboratory experiments. In this paper we investigate the masses and the kineti mixing ofhidden U(1)s in LARGE volume ompati�ations of string theory. We �nd that in thesesenarios the hidden photons an be naturally light and that their kineti mixing with theordinary eletromagneti photon an be of a size interesting for near future experiments andobservations.
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1 IntrodutionHidden gauge fators, appearing in the low-energy e�etive �eld theory, seem to be a ommonfeature of string theory after ompati�ation to four spae-time dimensions. The orrespond-ing hidden gauge bosons are very weakly oupled to the visible setor partiles beause theirmutual interations are loop-suppressed. Of partiular phenomenologial interest are hiddenU(1) fators, sine hidden photons may remain very light and therefore may lead to observ-able e�ets in astrophysis, osmology, or in the laboratory. Their interations with the visiblephoton are enoded in a low-energy e�etive Lagrangian of the generi form1L � � 14g2aF (a)�� F ��(a) � 14g2b F (b)�� F ��(b) + �ab2gagbF (a)�� F (b)�� + m2abgagbA(a)� A(b)�; (1.1)where a(b) labels the visible (hidden) U(1) gauge �eld, with �eld strength F (a(b))�� and gaugeoupling ga(b). Clearly, the phenomenologial onsequenes will strongly depend on the relativestrength of kineti [1℄, (�ab) = � 0  0 � ; (1.2)and mass mixing [2{4℄. The latter, on aount of the apparent masslessness of the photon,should be approximately of the form�m2ab� � � 0 00 m20 � : (1.3)In fat, phenomenologially very interesting pairs of parameters are (see also Fig. 1):1. (�;m0) � (10�6; 0:2 meV), the region labeled \Hidden CMB" in Fig. 1, leading to a nat-ural explanation of the �nding of some global osmologial analyses that present preisionosmologial data on the osmi mirowave bakground and on the large sale struture ofthe universe appear to require some extra radiation energy density from invisible partilesapart from the three known neutrino speies [7℄. Moreover, these values are aessible toongoing laboratory experiments exploiting low energy photons [12, 14, 21, 23, 27, 28℄ andallow for interesting tehnologial appliations of hidden photons [29℄.2. (�;m0) � (10�12; 0:1 MeV), the region labeled \Lukewarm DM" in Fig. 1, allowing thehidden photon to be a lukewarm dark matter andidate [30, 31℄.3. (�;m0) � (10�4;GeV), the region labeled \Uni�ed DM" in Fig. 1. For these values, thehidden photon plays an important role in models where the dark matter resides in thehidden setor [32℄. These models aim at a uni�ed desription of unexpeted observationsin astropartile physis, notably the positron exess observed by the satellite experimentPAMELA [33℄ and the annual modulation signal seen by the diret dark matter searhexperiment DAMA [34℄. The massive hidden U(1) an then mediate \Dark Fores".These values are also aessible to aelerator searhes [35{38℄ and have been motivatedin various supersymmetri senarios [36, 39{42℄. See also Ref. [43{48℄.4. (�;m0) � (10�11;. 100GeV), the region labeled \Hidden Photino DM" in Fig. 1. Forthese values the supersymmetri partner of the hidden photon, the hidden photino, is apromising dark matter andidate, if its mass is in the 10 to 150 GeV range [49℄.1In Eq. (1.1), we are negleting expliit higher dimensional operators, suh as F 4 and the like, whih aresuppressed by powers of the string sale. However, we disuss and inlude below e�etive kineti mixings arisingfrom inserting vauum expetation values into suitable higher dimensional operators.2



Figure 1: Current experimental limits on the possible existene of a hidden photon of massm0 , mixing kinetially with the photon, with a mixing parameter �. Strong onstraints arisefrom the non-observation of deviations from the Coulomb law (yellow) [5, 6℄, from CosmiMirowave Bakground (CMB) measurements of the e�etive number of neutrinos and theblakbody nature of the spetrum (blak) [7,8℄, from light-shining-through-walls (LSW) exper-iments (grey) [9{18℄, and from searhes of solar hidden photons with the CAST experiment(purple) [19, 20℄. The white region in parameter spae is urrently unexplored, but may beaessed by experiments in the very near future, in partiular by improvements in LSW exper-iments (for proposed experiments probing this region, see Refs. [21{27℄). The yellow regionsindiate some espeially interesting regions as desribed in the main text.5. (�;m0) � (10�23; 0), in whih ase the hidden photino, with mass in the TeV range,may be a andidate of deaying dark matter, giving rise to the above mentioned exessesobserved in galati osmi ray positrons and eletrons [50, 51℄. A phenomenologiallyquite similar senario is obtained when the hidden photon itself is massive, in the TeVrange, and deays into Standard Model partiles through kineti mixing with a U(1)B�Lgauge boson, with �0;B�L � 0:01 and mB�L � 1015 GeV [52, 53℄.6. (�;m0) � (10�3;TeV). This is phenomenologially interesting beause the hidden photonmay be probed at olliders [4, 54{57℄.We see that a wide range of values for the kineti mixing parameter and the mass of thehidden photon leads in fat to very interesting physis. Therefore, it seems timely to investigatewhih values are naturally obtained in realisti string ompati�ations. Intriguingly, in om-pati�ations of type II strings, the possible values for kineti mixing are indeed widespread,reeting the diverse possibilities of sizes and uxes in the ompati�ed dimensions [58{60℄.We thus onentrate our investigations in this paper to preditions from type II theories2, inpartiular to the ones with possibly large bulk volumes [66,67℄, whih seem to be very suessfulphenomenologially [68℄.The paper is set up as follows. In the following Set. 2 we will briey review the setupof LARGE volume senarios and hyperweak gauge interations. In Set. 3 we will determine2First alulations of kineti mixing in toroidal ompati�ations of type II and type I strings have appearedin [58,61,62℄, respetively. For analyses of kineti mixing in ompati�ations of the heteroti string, see [63{65℄.3



the expeted kineti mixing in these senarios. Sine we are interested in massive hidden U(1)gauge bosons we will disuss mehanisms to generate masses in Sets. 4 and 5. Finally, weollet and summarize our results in Set. 6.2 LARGE volumes and hyperweak interationsLARGE volume theories are based upon type IIB strings with D3 and D7-branes3, whih giverise to \brane worlds". In these theories, the visible setor lives on a stak of D-branes whihare extended along the 3+1 non-ompat dimensions and wrap small ollapsed yles in theompati�ation manifold (see Fig. 2), while gravity propagates in the bulk, leading to a possiblysmaller string sale at the expense of a larger ompati�ation volume. In fat, the relationbetween the (redued) Plank sale MP = 2:4 � 1018 GeV, the string sale Ms, the stringoupling gs and the total volume V � V6M6s of the bulk4 is given byM2P = 4�g2s VM2s : (2.1)This equation an be read o� from the IIB supergravity ation in 10 dimensions, Eq. (A.1) inAppendix A. It gives rise to a string sale of order the GUT sale, Ms � 1016 GeV, for V � 50,of order the intermediate sale, Ms � 1010 GeV, for V � 5� 1013, and of order the TeV sale,for V � 5 � 1027. We will onsider the full range of values of the string sale. We will notaddress issues suh as the lightness of moduli for low string sales. Nevertheless, it is worthpointing out that there have been reent speulations laiming that even for TeV strings it ispossible to avoid the moduli problems [70℄.
Hidden U(1)s arise in these senarios from spae-time �lling D7-branes wrapping yles inthe extra dimensions whih are not interseting the visible setor branes (f. Fig. 2(a) and(b)). Another possibility giving rise to hidden setor U(1)s are anti D3-branes (f. Fig. 2()).More preisely, we an plae our hidden U(1) on a D7 brane wrapping a LARGE yle as inFig. 2(a). As we will see below, this orresponds to a situation where the hidden U(1) beomeshyperweakly oupled. We an also put an extra U(1) on ollapsed yles as in Fig. 2(b) or onanti D3 branes as in Fig. 2(). In both these ases the gauge oupling will be O(1).In fat, the gauge ouplings in these senarios an be read o� from the Dira-Born-Infeld(DBI) ation (f. the �rst term in Eq. (A.3)). The gauge oupling of a U(1) gauge boson ona D(3 + q)-brane, wrapping a q-yle of volume Vq in the extra dimensions, turns out to berelated to the volume Vq = Vq=lqs in string units byg2(q) = 2�gsjZj ' 2�gsVqM qs � 2�gsVq : (2.2)Here jZj is the absolute value of the entral harge of the branes, equal to the right hand side inthe large volume limit. Therefore, in senarios where the volume Vq is large, the orrespondinggauge oupling is small, giving rise to hyperweak interations [71℄. In fat, from Eqs. (2.1) and(2.2) we estimate g2(q) ' 2�gs(V)q=6 = 2�gs�4�g2s M2sM2P �q=6 ; (2.3)3In Appendix A we review the four-dimensional supergravity orresponding to these theories, its Kaluza-Kleinredution and the identi�ation of moduli.4In our onventions, the string sale is Ms = 1=ls = 1=(2�p�0), in terms of the string tension �0.4



(a) (b)

()Figure 2: Hidden U(1)s in LARGE volume senarios realized in type IIB orientifold ux om-pati�ations. A ommon feature of the geometry of the extra dimensions in these senariosis that they have a minimum of four yles: a large one to ontrol the overall volume, a smallone to allow for non-perturbative e�ets stabilising the large volume, and two small yles, ex-hanged by the orientifold, wrapped by the visible branes [68℄. This leaves various possibilitiesfor hidden U(1)s. In 2(a) the hidden U(1) gauge group is loated on a LARGE yle extendingthrough the full LARGE volume. In 2(b) the hidden U(1) is loated on a ollapsed yle. Theblak dashed line indiates the existene of a LARGE yle. We do not neessarily have a branewrapping around this yle. Finally, in the last senario 2() the hidden U(1) sits on an antiD3-brane whih is often exploited for uplifting to a de Sitter vauum [69℄.
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Figure 3: Gauge oupling g(q) of a hidden U(1) as a funtion of the string sale Ms, for di�erentdimensions of the wrapping yle of the brane hosting the hidden U(1): q = 0 (blue) orrespond-ing to an (anti) D3 brane (f. Fig. 2()) or a ollapsed D7 brane (f. Fig. 2(b)), and q = 4 (red)for a D7 brane (f. Fig. 2(a)). The string oupling has been set to gs = 0:1, suh that g(0) orre-sponds to the hyperharge gauge oupling at the string sale, �Y (Ms) � g2Y (Ms)=(4�) � 1=20.whih an be tiny for 0 < q � 6 and string sales muh below the Plank sale, orrespondingto large bulk volumes. This an be learly seen by looking at the red urve in Fig. 3, wherewe show the estimate for the gauge oupling of a U(1) on a D7 brane. In ontrast the gaugeoupling on an (anti) D3 brane or a D7 brane on a ollapsed yle is una�eted by the volumesuppression and therefore omparatively large, i.e. O(1), as an be seen from the blue line inFig. 3.3 Kineti mixingPrior to the breaking of supersymmetry, in the 4D e�etive theory the kineti mixing appearsas a holomorphi quantity in the gauge kineti part of the supergravity Lagrangian,L � Z d2�� 14(gha )2WaWa + 14(ghb )2WbWb � 12�habWaWb� ; (3.1)where Wa;Wb are the �eld strength super�elds for the two U(1) gauge �elds and �hab; gha ; ghb arethe holomorphi kineti mixing parameter and gauge ouplings that must run only at one loop.The well known expression for the holomorphi gauge running is1(gha )2(p) = 1(gha )2(�) �Xr nrQ2a(r)8�2 log p=�; (3.2)Here, Qa(r) denotes the harge under group a arried by nr �elds. The physial gauge ouplingsare given in terms of the holomorphi quantities by the Kaplunovsky-Louis formula [72, 73℄(given here speialised to U(1) gauge groups):g�2a = Re�(gha )�2��Xr Q2a(r)8�2 log detZ(r) �Xr nrQ2a(r)16�2 �2K; (3.3)where Z(r) is the renormalised kineti energy matrix of �elds having harge Qa(r) (i.e. therenormalised K�ahler metri K��), K is the full K�ahler potential and �2 = 1=M2P .6



We should expet that a similar formula should be obeyed for the kineti mixing, too.Indeed, it an be shown that the relevant expression, exat to all orders in perturbation theory,is �abgagb = Re(�hab) + 18�2 tr�QaQb logZ�+ 116�2 Xr nrQaQb(r)�2K; (3.4)where �ab is now the parameter in the anonial Lagrangian densityLanonial � Z d2��14WaWa + 14WbWb � 12�abWaWb� : (3.5)This is easiest to understand using the tehniques of [74℄; it is a onsequene of resaling thevetor super�elds from the holomorphi basis (where the gauge kineti terms are as above) tothe anonial basis, Va ! gaVa. In fat, the analysis used there follows through exatly forthe kineti mixing (with the exeption of the supergravity ontribution proportional to the fullK�ahler potential). Apart from the appliations in this paper, the above formula an be usedto derive the running of ouplings for several U(1) fators to spei�ed orders in perturbationtheory, suh as in [75, 76℄.It is worth also noting that the same formalism also desribes \magneti mixing" [77, 78℄.De�ning Im� 1(gha)2� = �a8�2 and similarly for �b, there are terms in the Lagrangian densityL � �a16�2F a�� ~F a; �� + �b16�2F b�� ~F b �� � �ab8�2F a�� ~F b �� ; (3.6)where a tilde denotes the dual �eld strength, and �ab is the \magneti-mixing" angle,Im(�ab) = �ab8�2 : (3.7)We then �nd a \physial" magneti mixing in analogy to the above; the resulting anonialLagrangian density is [79℄Lanonial � g2a�a16�2F a�� ~F a�� + (gb)2�b16�2 F b�� ~F b �� � gagb�ab8�2 F a�� ~F b �� : (3.8)Sine �hab run only at one loop, the same is true of �a; �b; �ab, with the \physial" quantitiesobtaining orretions only through the modi�ation of the gauge oupling.So far we have onsidered the form of the gauge oupling in 4D supergravity. Furtherinformation an be obtained by dimensional redution from the original 10 dimensions. Inpartiular, moduli �elds will now appear. Again, we will speialize to the ase of a IIB setup.As reviewed in Appendix A, in LARGE volume type IIB models, the gauge groups aresupported on D7 branes, whih wrap four-yles �i orresponding to the h2 K�ahler moduli Ti,but may in addition support magneti uxes wrapping two-yles ti.�hab depends upon the moduli, both losed and open. The losed string K�ahler moduliT� transform under Peei-Quinn symmetries (whih lead to disrete shifts of their imaginaryparts). Therefore, they an only enter as exponentials. However, they also depend upon theinverse string oupling [80, 81℄ (see equation (A.14) and the text below it) and onsequentlyan exponential dependene would be non-perturbative. Thus they annot enter at 1-loop.Aordingly, �ab is given by�hab = �1�loopab (zk; yi) + �non�perturbativeab (zk; e�Tj ; yi); (3.9)where zk are the omplex struture moduli, and yi are the open string moduli. The above isin analogy to the struture of gauge kineti funtions, see for example [82℄. Generially, thezk enter the holomorphi kineti mixing in polynomial or exponential form (for example in the7



expliit example of toroidal models they enter via powers of exponentials [60℄) and will typiallybe numbers of order one, although ertain may be exponentially small at the end of a warpedthroat [83℄. We thus onlude that generially�hab � 116�2 : (3.10)Using the above expression (3.4) to ompute the anonial kineti mixing and the fat that, fora hidden U(1) separated by distanes greater than the string sale from the hyperharge thereare no light states onneting them (i.e. harged under both) and thus no ontributions fromthe K�ahler potential, we expet a kineti mixing of order�ab � gagb16�2 : (3.11)This is one of our main results. In Fig. 4, we display the preditions of kineti mixing forthe two �rst senarios of hidden U(1)s shown in Fig. 2, as a funtion of the string sale, whihwe vary from the TeV sale up to the GUT sale. For the ase of a hyperweak U(1), realizedby the geometri setup in Fig. 2 (a), quite interesting values for kineti mixing are predited,�ab � 2�gs16�2 �4�g2s M2sM2P �1=3 ; (3.12)as is apparent from the red band in Fig. 4 and a omparison with the present phenomenologiallimits in Fig. 1. Even larger values are predited if the hidden U(1) sits on a ollapsed yle, asin Fig. 2 (b), beause the hidden gauge oupling is in this ase just of order one, irrespetive ofthe string sale. The orresponding estimate is the blue band in Fig. 4.So far, we have disussed the generi expetation for kineti mixing between the visibleU(1) and a hidden U(1) in LARGE volume string ompati�ations. Muh smaller values ouldresult in speial ases where the one-loop ontribution is anelled or vanishes. They arise froma non-perturbative ontribution whih would be suppressed by a fator of e�aT for some a; T .In the following subsetion 3.1 we will therefore briey hek when this ould happen.Another suppression of the mixing ould result from e�ets from the K�ahler potential or-retions in (3.4). Those beome e�etive, however, only in the ase when the hyperweak braneintersets the Standard Model brane and there are states harged under both hyperharge andthe hyperweak group.3.1 Speial asesWe argued previously that the generi value for the holomorphi kineti mixing parameter isO � 116�2 �. However, there are ertain ases where it may vanish, and we must arefully examinethe details of the ompati�ation.Firstly there exists the simplest ase, that we have a toroidal model with parallel braneswithout magneti uxes (this fored the alulations of [58, 59℄ to speialise to the mixingbetween branes and antibranes). In this ase it is the fat that the messenger �elds strethingbetween the branes fall into N = 4 multiplets that e�ets the anellation (reall that thealulation is similar to that of gauge threshold orretions, and the anellation thus followsfrom the vanishing beta funtion for N = 4 supersymmetry). However, this is somewhatmisleading, sine on a general Calabi-Yau manifold (rather than an orbifold of the torus) therean only be two supersymmetries, and we an therefore assume that even in the ase of parallelbranes in suh ases we will have non-vanishing masses and mixings.8



Figure 4: Kineti mixing between the visible eletromagneti U(1) and a U(1) sitting on aollapsed yle (blue) or a hyperweak U(1) on a LARGE yle (red), as a funtion of the stringsale.The seond ase is anellations due to orientifold images. If we are alulating the mixingbetween two branes a and b and their images in the upstairs geometry a0 and b0, then for USp-type projetions the mixing will be �ab ��ab0 � �a0b +�a0b0 = 2(�ab ��ab0) = 2(�ab � �a0b) (forSO-type projetions the signs will all be positive and we an thus expet a mixing unless thebranes lie on the orientifold planes). Clearly if either brane a or b lies on the orientifold planeand its gauge bundle is invariant then this will vanish. Other than this ase and the speialase of toroidal models, however, we generially expet �ab 6= �ab0 . In fat, as disussed in [60℄,the tehnique of displaing away from orientifold planes merely anels the mass for the U(1),whilst allowing for kineti mixing.The third, �nal and most important ase is that the massless U(1), i.e. the visible U(1),ruially resides on a single stak of branes broken by giving a vauum expetation value (vev) toone type of magneti ux, suh as that onsidered in loal IIB and F-theory GUTs [84{87℄. Forexample, with a stak of �ve D7-branes wrapping a divisor D and making an SU(5) group, wean turn on a ux vev for one element of H1;1(D) (trivial on the overall Calabi-Yau to ensurethe U(1) is massless) proportional to diag(2; 2; 2;�3;�3) in the gauge indies, whih breaksthe model to SU(3)�SU(2)�U(1). We an view the U(1) as two U(1)s with �eld strengthsF 2�� 16diag(2; 2; 2; 0; 0) and F 3�� 16diag(0; 0; 0;�3;�3). An additional non-trivial ux an be turnedon to make the trae-U(1) massive.In these models, we an analyse the losed string �elds that mediate the mixing and deter-mine whether it will vanish. The relevant ouplings arise from the dimensional redution of the
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Chern-Simons ation in Eqs. (A.3),(A.4)5 and are given byM2sgs�� ZD7vis Fvis ^ ?4B2 ^ 12�J ^ J � 1(Lvis)2�+ZD7vis Fvis ^E(2)2 ^ 1(Lvis)2+ZD7vis Fvis ^E(4)2 ^ Z2 ^ 1(Lvis)+ZD7vis Fvis ^E(6)2 ^ Z4�+[vis$ hidden℄ ; (3.13)where ?4; ? are the four and, for future use, six-dimensional Hodge star operators respetively,J is the K�ahler form on the ompat dimensions, we have de�ned E(i)2 to be the two-form4-d (x) omponent of the Ci R-R i-forms, and Zj are the j form 6-d (y) omponents; Ci =E(i)2 (x)^Zi�2(y). 1(L) is the �rst Chern lass of the line bundle L. It is equal to the urvaturetwo-form divided by 2� and this is equal to the full higher dimensional �elds strength. On thevisible brane the GUT group is broken by 1(L) 6= 0 and we �nd R 21(L) 6= 0.We are now interested in the ross terms between the visible and the hidden parts ofEq. (3.13). Sine the GUT group is broken only by the uxes, any ontribution that is notdependent on the internal uxes will anel due to the traelessness of the hyperharge. Thisremoves the six-form and the J ^ J piee oupling to the antisymmetri tensor B2. Then wean see that the remaining B2 piee exatly anels with the C2 ontribution sine they aresalars on the Calabi-Yau. This leaves only two potential ontributions: where the B2 �eldouples to the ux on the visible brane but 12J ^ J on the hidden brane (i.e. only appliablefor hidden photons with non-zero Chan-Paton traes on at least one stak of branes) and thatoming from the axion E(4)2 .The D7 brane wraps a divisor D in the ompat spae, and one we have introdued aGUT-breaking ux, the integral RD 21(L) 6= 0 (this ontributes to the D3-brane tadpole), everyomponent of the B2 �eld that is non-vanishing at the two-yle dual to 1(L) ouples it tobranes with non-vanishing Chan-Paton trae (note that the two-yle must have zero volume ifthe manifold is K�ahler). Thus we expet our hyperweak gauge group to have a kineti mixingwith the hyperharge provided it does not have a similar GUT-breaking ux, sine it does notlie on an orientifold plane (otherwise it would not arry a U(1)) .To establish whether the �nal ontribution will vanish, i.e. whether the hyperharge will mixwith hidden U(1)s at singularities similar to the visible one, we must understand the propagationof the R-R forms on the Calabi-Yau spae. The alulation of kineti mixing an be interpretedas the integrating out of the form by its equation of motion; we wish to solve(k2 + ?d ? d)Z2 = A�1k� ? �[D1℄ ^ 1(L1)�+A�2k� ?�[D2℄ ^ 1(L2)� (3.14)and extrat the piee proportional to k2 (sine the zero mode gives us the masses). In fat,the above should redue to �nding the Green funtion of the Laplaian on the ompat spaeone we take into aount gauge �xing of the forms under Cp ! Cp + d�p�1. We then needto examine the eigenforms of the Laplaian (d ? d ? + ? d ? d)Z2 = �Z2. A given eigenformwill then mediate mixing if R�1�D1 Z2 6= 0; R�2�D2 Z2 6= 0, where �1; �2 are the two-yles onthe divisors D1;D2 dual to 1(L). If �1 = �a is trivial, then R�1�D1 Z2 = Ra dZ2, so we expetnon-zero modes to ontribute. However, sine �1;2 have zero volume on a K�ahler manifold, this5We have negleted the urvature terms for simpliity. The reader may on�rm that, sine they do not arrygauge indies, they will not a�et the disussion below.10



Figure 5: Contributions from SUSY breaking to the kineti mixing between the visible ele-tromagneti U(1) and a U(1) on a hidden D3 brane (turquoise) or a hidden ollapsed branethrough non-vanishing D-terms in the eletroweak setor (light blue) or in the hidden setor(dark blue).requires Z2 to be singular. This implies that generially this ontribution will be zero unless�a = �1 + �2 (similar to the setup of [88℄) i.e. the three-yle a should extend into the bulkand onnet the two hidden setors. This is similar to gauge threshold orretions [89℄.In summary, we generially expet a non-vanishing kineti mixing between the visible U(1)and a hyperweak one (senario shown in Fig. 2(a)). In the mixing between the visible U(1) anda hidden U(1) on a ollapsed yle (f. Fig. 2(b)) anellations may our but there are alsosetups of this type where we expet non-vanishing kineti mixing.3.2 ����SUSY ontributionsIn addition to supersymmetri kineti mixing ontributions, there will also be those omingfrom supersymmetry breaking e�ets. The �rst kind, extensively disussed in [60℄, is that frommixing between branes and anti-branes. In LARGE volume models where the uplift to a deSitter vauum is provided by D3-branes (f. Ref. [69℄ and Fig. 2 ()), the predited hidden U(1)swill generially mix with U(1)s with a term that is volume suppressed but may not obtain aSt�ukelberg mass (f. Set. 4) sine the B2 and C2 zero modes are projeted out. From theanalysis above, we an see that these will mix with the hyperharge even in a GUT model, sinethe B2 and C2 ontributions now have the same sign and ouple to 1(L)2 on the visible D7brane. The mixing thus generially has magnitude [58℄�D7vD3 � 2�gs16�2 1V2=3 ; (3.15)giving � � 1 � 10�21 for TeV strings and 3 � 10�4 for Ms � 1016 GeV. This is shown as theturquoise band in Fig. 5.It should be emphasized here that, for TeV strings, this predition �ts very well to the regionphenomenologially favored by a possible explanation of exesses in galati osmi ray datathrough deaying hidden photino dark matter (item 5 in the Introdution). Sine uplifting toa de Sitter spae is a phenomenologial neessity, this a very interesting result. However, the11



introdution of anti D3-branes is not the only way to uplift. It may also be performed throughF -terms [87℄ or D-terms on supersymmetri branes [90{92℄.In ases where the supersymmetri ontribution to kineti mixing vanishes, we may yetgenerate K�ahler potential orretions yielding kineti mixing, at muh smaller values than(3.11), where the gauge bosons ouple to the F - and D-terms hW �i = ��D; h�i = �2F� thatbreak supersymmetry via �L �� F (a)�� F (b)��(1)F F�M2 (3.16)� F (a)�� F (b)��(2)F jF�j2M4 (3.17)� F (a)�� F (b)��D (D)2M4 ; (3.18)where the saleM an be set to the string sale, with the oeÆients absorbing the quantitativeinformation. There is no term of O(D) sine there is no operator that an generate it: theabove are generated by orretions to the K�ahler potential of the form�L �Z d4�W aW b�+ �M2 + :: (3.19)+ Z d4�W aW bD2(� + �)2M4 + ::: (3.20)+ Z d4�W aW bW W M4 : (3.21)Note that the above is shemati; the full set of operators involves permuting the insertionsof superspae derivatives D et.. Now, in LARGE volume models, of the gravity-mediatedontributions only the dilaton and K�ahler moduli obtain F -terms, and D-terms are initiallyonsidered to vanish, but then are orreted by uplifting - and, of ourse, the Higgs vev gives aD-term to the hyperharge. Following [87℄, we shall assume that there are three lasses of yleswith orresponding K�ahler moduli: \large" yles �b, \small" yles (whih interset no othersand are wrapped by a D3-brane instanton �s, and ollapsed \matter" yles �a. We will alsodenote hidden \ollapsed" yles �h. The F terms are [87℄ parametrised in terms of numbers; � and the onstant term in the superpotential after omplex struture modulus stabilisation,W0: FS � 32p2 �g2s W0V2 ;Fa;h = 0; (3.22)Fb � �2�bM3=2 � 38p2 �ba�sW0V2 ;where FS is the dilaton F -term, and M3=2 = g2s jW0jp2V MP : (3.23)The D terms from uplifting are very model-dependent (they orrespond to blow-up moduli onbranes), but the hyperharge D-term in the supergravity basis isDY = �12gY kHHv2 os 2�; (3.24)where kHH is the Higgs' K�ahler metri (in the physial basis this is fatored out), v sin� =p2hHui; v os� = p2hHdi, v ' 246 GeV is the vev of the Standard Model Higgs.12



We would now like to estimate the oeÆients appearing in equations (3.16),(3.17),(3.18),and determine whether they might vanish. Firstly, we should note that if the F -term spurionsare the K�ahler moduli �b; S then they will have axioni ouplings to gauge �elds; the expressionsshould then be a funtion of terms like �+Xi+�iVi. However, replaing � in Eq. (3.19) with�iVi yields a term with three gauge �elds. This is exluded by Furry's theorem. Consequently,terms of the form (3.16), (3.19) are exluded, too. In addition, from the CFT point of view itis possible to see that suh an amplitude is forbidden by worldsheet harge onservation. Wean then turn to CFT omputations on toroidal bakgrounds to estimate the magnitude of theoeÆients.Let us now turn to the ontribution (3.17),(3.20). Sine we have already argued that thevisible setor should always mix supersymmetrially with a hyperweak gauge group, we shallfous on interations between branes at �xed points of orbifolds. A alulation involves thesattering of two gauge bosons and the appropriate D or F term vertex operators, and inludesontributions from N = 4 and N = 2 setors. The presene of N = 2 setors implies sharedyles, whih as we also argued yields supersymmetri mixing. So we need only onsider theN = 4 setors, whih are idential to the interation between D3-branes exept for Chan-Patonfators. However, sine the operators orresponding to the K�ahler modulus and dilaton F -termsdo not arry Chan-Paton fators, and the N = 4 setor amplitude is independent of the uxeson the branes, we onlude that the ontributions to (3.17) anel.Turning now to the D-terms, we shall restrit our attention to the ontributions to (3.18)of6 �L �Z d4�WW 0W 0W 0M4 + (WW 0W 0W 0M4 + ::)+ Z d4�WW 0WW 0M4 + (WW 0WW 0M4 + ::) (3.25)+ Z d4�W 0WWWM4 + (W 0WWWM4 + ::);whereW is the hyperharge gauge super�eld andW 0 is the hidden U(1). Contributions to theseoperators are shown in Fig. 6 both in �eld and in string theory. A �eld theoretial evaluation ofFig. 6(a) is given in Appendix B. Note that we onsider only the ase with two di�erent U(1)sin the operator. In string theory a partile an be harged only under two U(1)s. Therefore,operators with more than two di�erent U(1)s an appear only at two or more loops.To determine the mass sale M appearing in the above we an attempt a alulation fortoroidal orientifolds. One method to obtain the oeÆient is to alulate the sattering am-plitude of four gauge bosons; onveniently this has been performed in [93℄. The result for theN = 4 setor, as disussed in Appendix C, is1M4 � 14�5M4s 1V2=3 ; (3.26)up to an order one onstant. The key is that the N = 4 setors will always be present sinethey are mediated by untwisted modes, linking two hidden setors, and provides a lower boundupon the mixing.Of ourse, the above amplitudes are also proportional to the Chan-Paton fators, and thusertain amplitudes may still vanish; this is appropriate for the N = 4 setors whih are insen-sitive to the uxes at the singularity. Therefore for these setors, the operators W (W 0)3 willvanish, but we expet W 2(W 0)2;W 3(W 0) to be present.6If the visible U(1) arises from a traeless generator of a GUT group terms linear in W vanish. This forbidsterms where the D-terms arise from a (broken) non-abelian U(1). This is the ase we onsider here beauseotherwise we would most likely already have SUSY kineti mixing whih would dominate.13



(a) (b)Figure 6: Contributions to the kineti mixing between the gauge groups A and B, in preseneof SUSY breaking D-terms. The left hand side shows the �eld theoreti ontribution whereasthe right hand side shows the orresponding string theory diagram.We thus �nally have the estimate of kineti mixing indued by the D-term for the hyper-harge, given by the operator W 3(W 0), of�hY (v) � g2Y4 1V2=3 ghgY4�5 � vMs�4 os2 2�; (3.27)where gh is the gauge oupling of the hidden U(1), v sin�; v os � are the up and down-typeHiggs vevs, respetively. This an lead to extremely small values. For instane, using tan � � 10we have � � 10�59 for Ms � 1015 GeV and � � 10�27 for Ms � 1 TeV.If we onsider that the hidden U(1) has a D-term generated by uxes on the ollapsedbrane [90{92℄, rather than eletroweak symmetry breaking, then the magnitude of the D-termmay be muh larger. However, due to the vanishing of the operator W (W 0)3 the ontributionswill still be very small - the relevant term beomes W 2(W 0)2. For a hidden D-term O(Ms) weobtain mixings of 10�33 and 10�25 for 1015 GeV and TeV strings, respetively.We have summarised the preditions from the SUSY breaking ontributions to the kinetimixing identi�ed in this setion in Fig. 5. We �nd that the soft breaking ontributions assoiatedwith D-terms are very small, irrespetive of the string sale. However, as emphasised alreadyat the beginning of this subsetion, this does not mean that they are uninteresting. Suh tinyvalues are extremely welome for interpretations of osmi ray data in terms of deaying hiddenphotino dark matter (item 5 in the Introdution). On the other hand, kineti mixing withD3-branes an be substantially larger at suÆiently large string sales.4 St�ukelberg massesSine we are interested in massive hidden photons let us turn to the mass terms. For U(1) gauge�elds we an have St�ukelberg as well as Higgs masses. In this setion we disuss St�ukelbergmasses of U(1)s from D7-branes and in the next Set. 5 we will turn to masses arising from aHiggs mehanism.In the 4D e�etive theory St�ukelberg masses arise from terms of the form (see [68,94,95℄),L � �GijHi; ���Hj��� � 14g2i F i; ��F i�� � �̂ijEi2 ^ F j2 ; (4.1)where the �rst two { kineti { terms arise from dimensional redution of the DBI ation and thethird term from dimensional redution of the Chern-Simons ation in Eq. (A.3), respetively. Inpartiular, the �rst term is the kineti term for the 2-forms Ei2, dEi2 ^ ?4dEj2 = pgHi; ���Hj���and Gij is a non-anonial (generially non-diagonal) K�ahler potential for the forms, �̂ij aredimension-mass ouplings; these both depend upon the details of the Calabi-Yau moduli spae,14



and whether E2 desends from a four-form or six-form (respetively two and four on the Calabi-Yau); Ei2 = E�2 (x)!�; E2; a~!a respetively. For the de�nitions of !�; ~!a and further detailsreviewing Kaluza-Klein redution of 10D IIB supergravity and the D-brane ation we refer thereader to Appendix A. These ouplings are given respetively in terms ofpaD1A = 12� Z�A�D1 Fa;bD1A = 1l2s Z�A�D1 B; (4.2)and �D1A� = 1l2s Z�A�D1 !�;~�D1 = 1l4s ZD1 ~!: (4.3)Here, Di denote four-yles, �A are two-yles. The latter are (possibly zero) integers, or in thease of bD1A, half-integers (sine we only require the integrals over positive yles). raD1 is theD7 brane harge on yle D1 due to stak a.The kineti terms Kij are given in terms of the metris (see also (A.12)) in the spae of the2-forms on the Calabi-Yau,G�� = 1l6s Z !� ^ ?!� = �K��t + ����V � V1=3; (4.4)Gab = �Kabt � V1=3:As usual the metris with both indies raised or lowered are the inverse of eah other,G�� � Gab � V�1=3: (4.5)These salings are for bulk yles, orresponding to non-anomalous U(1)s; for anomalous U(1)sthe dual yles are vanishing and the masses generated are at the string sale. For two-formson the Calabi-Yau the kineti term Kij is given by G�� , while for four-forms we need Gab.Colleting everything together the St�ukelberg masses are given by [68, 94, 95℄m2St ab = gagb4� M2s (4.6)��Gd ~�D1 ~�dD2raD1rbD2 +G���D1A� �D2B� (paD1A � raD1bD1A)(pbD2B � rbD2bD2B)�:We see that the �rst and seond term in the St�ukelberg mass squared matrix (4.6) salewith di�erent powers of V: the �rst ontribution will generially make a larger ontribution tothe U(1) masses than the seond. In fat, for the ase that the �eld labeled by a is residing ona brane wrapping a vanishing yle and that the �eld labeled by b is residing on a hyperweakyle, we may estimate the �rst ontribution asm2St (1) = gs2 M2s � � V1=3 � 1� 1 � V�1=3 � ; (4.7)while the seond ontribution is expeted to be of orderm2St (2) = gs2 M2s � � V�1=3 � V�2=3� V�2=3 � V�1 � : (4.8)15



Figure 7: St�ukelberg mass term of the hidden U(1) on a hyperweak, bulk D7 brane wrappinga 4-yle from the estimates in (4.9) (#1, light red) and (4.10) (#2, dark red).If present the �rst term dominates. However, in LARGE volume senarios it is often assumedthat the Betti number b2� is zero. Then the ~� in Eq. (4.6) vanish and the latter mass squaredmatrix (4.8) beomes relevant.Let us see how a mass matrix of the struture Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) an obey the phenomenologialonstraints. If we want the (non-hyperweak) gauge group a with gauge oupling ga to orrespondto the Standard Model hyperharge it is lear that the m2Staa entry in the St�ukelberg masssquared matrix (4.7), (4.8) is muh too large. For all phenomenologially valid values of thestring sale (Ms & TeV) it would violate bounds on the photon mass (m2Staa is typially largerthan the Z boson mass). Therefore this term must vanish, as must the non-diagonal terms. Analternative would be to identify the photon with a massless linear ombination of the two gaugegroups. However, one an easily hek that with a hierarhial mass struture as in Eqs. (4.7),(4.8) the massless U(1) would have a gauge oupling nearly as small as the hyperweak gb.Therefore the only realisti option is that only m2Stbb is non-vanishing.The simplest way to ensure a St�ukelberg mass matrix of the phenomenologially viableform (1.3) is to assume that the ~�Di , �DiA� are zero for every yle for the photon (this ispossible if it wraps yles that are non-trivial on the singularity but trivial in the Calabi-Yau)but non-zero for the hidden U(1). In this ase, only the m2Stbb omponent of the St�ukelbergmass squared mixing matrix is non-zero. If the ~� for the hidden photon are non-vanishing wehave m20 ' gs2 �4�g2s M2sM2P � 13 M2s : (4.9)If all the ~� vanish the �rst mass matrix (4.7) vanishes ompletely. Then the hidden photonmass is muh smaller and given by the m2Stbb omponent of Eq. (4.8),m20 ' gs2 �4�g2s M2sM2P �M2s : (4.10)These estimates are plotted in Fig. 7. For low string sales the mass of the hidden photon anbe as small as � 1meV.
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5 Hidden photon masses from a Higgs mehanismIn the last setion we have disussed the possibility that the mass for the hidden photon arisesfrom a St�ukelberg mehanism. The alternative is that it arises via a Higgs mehanism. Sinefor a high string sale the St�ukelberg masses are large it is therefore interesting to examinealternative means of generating (potentially observable) small masses. In the following wewill disuss how a small symmetry breaking sale an arise for hidden U(1) gauge groups inLARGE volume senarios. In partiular, we may also onsider the ase that the hidden U(1)is not hyperweak: there may be hidden U(1)s at a hidden singularity with properties similarto those of the MSSM setor. The two natural values that we shall take for our hidden gaugeouplings gh are then the eletroweak value, gY , and the hyperweak one, gY V�1=3.Breaking the U(1) with a hidden Higgs mehanism leads to some interesting features suhas, e.g., the existene of a hidden Higgs whih an be phenomenologially interesting. We willdisuss this and the onstraints on the hidden Higgs from the underlying SUSY in the nextsubsetion. Then we will estimate the possible range of soft masses that will set the sale forthe hidden Higgs vev. Finally we will look at some non-minimal models.5.1 General features of a hidden Higgs mehanismPhenomenologial featuresIn onsidering a hidden Higgs mehanism as a means of naturally obtaining light U(1) masses,we should also examine the phenomenology of these new �elds. As disussed in [28℄ the hiddenHiggs would in many situations behave like a miniharged partile with (frational) eletriharge �H � ghgvis� on whih strong bounds exist �H . 10�14 if the mass is small, f. Fig. 8.However, this bound is not quite as restriting as it seems at �rst glane. First, if the hiddenHiggs mass is & fewMeV these bounds weaken dramatially to �H . 10�5. Seondly we notethat in hyperweak senarios �H � ghgvis�� �: (5.1)Hene, the onstraint on �H . 10�14 only leads to a onstraint � . 10�8 for a hidden gaugeoupling gh � 10�6. Therefore, in hyperweak models the onstraints on a miniharged Higgs areonly relevant for models with a string saleMs & 109GeV, see Fig. 9. From a phenomenologialpoint of view: in hyperweak senarios searhing for a massive hidden photon is a ompetitive andsometimes even more sensitive probe of the extra gauge group than searhing for a minihargedHiggs or other miniharged hidden matter.Higgs vev and mass in SUSY modelsIn a setup with hyperweak interations, it is naively straightforward to obtain a light U(1):m0 = p2ghhHhi � hHhi; (5.2)where Hh is a hidden setor Higgs.Using the hyperweak gauge oupling gh � 10�10 for a low string sale Ms � TeV and a vevfor the hidden Higgs of the order of � 100GeV this immediately suggests a very interestingmass in the eV regime and a kineti mixing � � 10�12.However, sine we are dealing with a supersymmetri theory we have to be slightly moreareful. The reason is the following. Typially,hHhi �s�2h�h ; and mHh � �h; (5.3)17



Figure 8: Constraints on the existene of miniharged partiles with eletrial harge (in unitsof the elementary eletri harge e) � and mass m� [14,96{105℄. The bounds are usually quotedfor models without hidden photons, but the most relevant are also valid where the minihargearises from kineti mixing and the hidden photon mass is smaller or omparable to m� (TheWMAP bound of [105℄ is an exeption.).where �2h is the negative mass-squared responsible for the Higgs vev, �h is the quarti hiddenHiggs oupling and mHh is the (physial) mass of the hidden Higgs. Typially naturalnessarguments are based on an argument that �h � 1 and therefore hHhi � �h � mHh . But, thisnaive argument fails in supersymmetri models with hyperweak gauge interations beause�h � g2h � 1: (5.4)Using this and the fat that we expet the negative mass-squared to be roughly of the same orderas the soft supersymmetry breaking masses in the hidden setor we get our generi expetation,m0 � mHh � mhidsoft: (5.5)In partiular, we typially do not expet a hierarhy between the hidden Higgs mass and thehidden photon mass.Let us on�rm this expetation by looking at the minimal model of one hidden Higgs pairH1;H2 harged only under the hidden U(1) with opposite harges �1, sine softly brokensupersymmetry ditates that the potential isV = m21jH1j2 +m22jH2j2 +m23(H1H2 + :) + 12(�h + ghjH1j2 � ghjH2j2)2; (5.6)where �h is a Fayet-Iliopolous term. If �h > m22 > 0;m21 > 0;m23 = 0 then the symmetrybreaking is as in [36, 39{42℄ and we �nd m20 = m2H2 = 2(gh�h �m22). As expeted this allowsno hierarhy between the gauge boson and Higgs masses, so we may not obtain lighter hiddengauge bosons.If we assume m1 � m2 � m3 � msoft then the Higgs masses are � ghq�h �mhidsoft �m0 . If we set �h = 0 or equivalently relatively inrease the masses mi, then we �nd a verysimilar situation; the lightest Higgs is naturally of similar mass to the heavy gauge bosons.Shematially we �nd hHhi2 � jm2i j=g2h, m0 � ghhHhi � qjm2i j � mHh . We annot have18



Figure 9: Natural expetations for the miniharge � of hidden matter harged under a hiddenU(1) mixing kinetially with the eletromagneti U(1). The labels refer to the nature of thehidden U(1) as hyperweak (red), D3 (turquoise) and ollapsed yle (blue). Note that theformer two overlap whih eah other. Also shown are orretions to the latter ase from SUSYbreaking through D-terms in the eletroweak setor or in the hidden setor.simultaneously a light hidden gauge boson and omparatively heavy Higgs without a substantialdegree of �ne tuning. This is analogous to the situation in the MSSM. Clearly this is a resultof supersymmetry ditating the size of the quarti oupling for this minimal situation.However, the LARGE volume senario need not give us the minimal senario. In subsetion5.3 we shall onsider what types of Higgs �elds may appear in LARGE volume ompati�ationsand how they might turn out to be heavier than the hidden photon.Finally let us note, that the ase when hidden Higgs does not aquire a vauum expetationvalue is interesting in itself. In this ase the hidden photon is massless (unless it gets a massfrom the St�ukelberg mehanism) and the hidden Higgs is nothing but a harged hidden matterpartile. It then behaves as a miniharged partile with� � ghgvis� � 116�2 g2h and m� � mhidsoft: (5.7)If the gauge oupling gh is hyperweak this partile has an interesting phenomenology as itbehaves in many situations as if the hidden photon is not present (f. [101℄).5.2 (Small) soft massesIn the previous subsetion we have seen that the mass sale of the hidden photon is typiallygiven by the soft masses mhidsoft arising from supersymmetry breaking in the hidden setor. Letus now turn to estimating the size of these soft masses in various senarios of supersymmetrybreaking.Gauge mediationLet us start with gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking. In a simple senario of this type,mvissoft � g2vis16�2 M2���SUSYMmess ; (5.8)19



where mvissoft is the typial sale of soft supersymmetry breaking masses7 in the visible, i.e.eletroweak, setor andM2���SUSY is the supersymmetry breaking in a sequestered supersymmetrybreaking setor. Moreover, Mmess is the mass of the messengers. Naturally we expet thatmvissoft sets the sale for eletroweak symmetry breaking (with possibly an additional fator� 1=(16�2)).We an now apply the same line of reasoning to the hidden setor. In priniple we have twopossibilities:(a) The hidden setor ouples diretly (via its hyperweak interation) to the sequesteredSUSY breaking setor, mhidsoft � g2h16�2 M2���SUSYMmess � ghgvismvissoft: (5.9)This assumes the most onservative hoie of messenger properties; that the supersym-metry breaking sale and messenger masses are idential to those of the visible setor. Ofourse, there is no a priori reason for this to be true, and we an therefore envisage thatthere is a very large range of hidden soft masses generated this way.(b) The hidden setor ouples only indiretly via the kineti mixing with the eletromagneti(hyperharge) U(1) to the sequestered SUSY breaking setor. This is the ase onsideredin [36,39{42℄, where it transpires that the \semi-diret mediation" via the D-term of thehyperharge indues an e�etive Fayet-Iliopoulos term for the hidden gauge group �h of�h = �hDY i (5.10)and thus generate masses of magnitude (inluding some tahyoni)(mhidsoft)2 = Qhgh�hDY i = QhghgY �18v2 os 2� � �mvissoft�2 : (5.11)This dominates over the \little gauge mediation" ontributionsmhidsoft � ghgvis�16�2 M2���SUSYMmess � gh�gvismvissoft: (5.12)In fat, the senario of [36, 39{42℄ whih is of partiular phenomenologial interest inthe ontext of hidden setor dark matter (see item 3 in the introdution and referenestherein and the region labeled \Uni�ed DM" in Fig. 1) an be easily realised if we loatethe hidden setor on a ollapsed yle analagous to the Standard Model yle (as inFig. 2(b)), so that gh � gY and we obtain a hidden U(1) mass of O(GeV). The modelrequires � � 10�3�10�4, whih orresponds to the supersymmetri ontribution g2Y =16�2,and thus from the earlier disussion we onlude that this senario an be realised if thehidden and visible setors have a homologous ollapsed two-yle.In Fig. 10 we show the typial hidden setor soft masses arising via gauge mediation as afuntion of the string sale, for the minimal hoie of messenger setor; less minimal hoieswould lead to an even wider range of values. The red areas are for hyperweak hidden setorswhereas the blue areas orrespond to hidden setors on ollapsed yles with gauge ouplingsof strength O(1). Darker shades orrespond to the mediation via mehanism (a) and lightershades to mehanism (b). Overall we note that in gauge mediation senarios the soft masses inthe hidden setor an be many orders of magnitude smaller than those in the visible setor, inpartiular if the gauge oupling is hyperweak.7In more general gauge mediation senarios this formula an be modi�ed (see, e.g., [106, 107℄). For examplethe gaugino, sfermion and Higgs masses do not neessarily have to be of the same order [108{114℄20



Figure 10: Contributions to soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms in the hidden setor fromgauge mediation with maximally onservative assumptions about the messenger setor. Theblue areas denote soft masses on ollapsed yles and the red areas those on hyperweak branes(LARGE yles). The darker olor is for the ase where the messengers diretly ouple to thehidden U(1) and the lighter olor is for those areas where the oupling only ours via kinetimixing.Gravity mediationWe should however keep in mind that in addition to the gauge mediation ontributions thereis always an unavoidable ontribution from gravity mediation, but we may not simply take thenaive ontributions to the soft MSSM and gravitino masses. This is beause while all F termse�etively ouple to the gravitino, not all F terms ouple at tree level to the matter �elds. Softmasses for �elds with diagonal K�ahler metri K�� = K�Æ�� are given bym2soft; � = �M23=2 + V0M2P �� FmF n�m�n logK�; (5.13)where V0 is the vauum expetation value of the potential. For states with generi volumedependene of their K�ahler metri K� = k�V�2=3+ we have for  6= 0m2soft; � � 32M23=2: (5.14)In gauge mediation senarios the SUSY breaking of size M���SUSY in the sequestered setor wouldgive a ontribution of size � M2���SUSYMP to the gravitino mass. But the gravitino mass ould of oursebe bigger beause there ould be SUSY breaking that is not oupled via gauge mediation.For example, for  = �1=3 (as we shall later �nd orresponding to Higgs loalised on largeyles) we then �nd a tahyoni mass m2� � �12M23=2.However, as shown in [87℄, for �elds on a ollapsed yle suh as a \ollapsed-ollapsed" ora \ollapsed-large" Higgs �eld, whih have K�ahler metri K� � V�2=3, and assuming V0 � 0,the leading terms in the above equation anel, and we have a naive ontribution from gravitymediation whih is muh smaller, m2soft; � �M23=2 1g3=2s V : (5.15)However, in [87℄ it was onjetured that the K�ahler metri for hiral matter at ollapsed ylesmay atually be K� = eK=3; (5.16)21



where K is the K�ahler potential of the moduli. This would then anel the soft masses fromgravity mediation exatly, leaving only higher order orretions. These must then be omparedto any gauge or anomaly mediated ontribution.The onlusion is that the gravity mediated soft masses may be almost independent of thegravitino mass, and that if we take the visible setor soft terms to arise from gravity mediationthen this provides a lower bound for any hidden setor terms. On the other hand, if the visibleSUSY breaking arises from gauge mediation the soft masses arising from gravity mediation inthe hidden setor ould be nearly arbitrarily small.5.3 Higgs �elds, masses and expetation values in string theoryHaving disussed our expetations for the sale of the hidden photon and hidden Higgs massesarising in senarios with hidden Higgses let us now turn to onrete string realizations. In thisontext we will also keep an eye on the possibility that we an obtain larger Higgs masses thanthe naive expetation mHh � m0 .Hidden Higgs �elds, being salars, must our at the intersetion between two branes, al-though this inludes intersetions with orientifold images. Sine the branes wrap four-dimensionaldivisors on the Calabi-Yau spae, they either overlap (for \ollapsed-ollapsed" brane matter),having a four-dimensional intersetion, or their intersetions are two-dimensional urves (Rie-mann surfaes); this ours for \large-large" and \large-ollapsed" matter. Using the knowledgethat the hiral wavefuntions are loalised at the intersetion and that the Wilsonian Yukawaouplings do not depend upon the K�ahler moduli, this allows us to estimate the saling of theK�ahler potential with the yle volumes. For the states on two-dimensional intersetions, if weresale �h ! ��h, then sine �h = � ih�i = � ih 12�ijktitjtk we must resale all of the two-yles thatomprise �h; then the intersetion will resale as p�.We shall take the K�ahler potential for hiral �elds to have volume dependene ofK(bh) � 1V2=3 ;K(hh) � 1V2=3 ; (5.17)where the K(bh) states are analagous to D3-D7 states in a loal orbifold model, and thus wehave the above dependene [115, 116℄.5.3.1 Vetor pair of HiggsAn intriguing possibility is that we have a vetor-like pair of hidden Higgs �elds at the interse-tion of the large yle with its orientifold image. The number of vetor-like Higgs �elds Hh; ~Hhis ounted by min[h0(C;L_a 
 L0a 
 K1=2C ); h1(C;L_a 
 L0a 
 K1=2C )℄ where C is the urve overwhih the brane and image interset; this is given by the two-yle Ci(!i), whereCi = Z [Da℄ ^ [D0a℄ ^ !i: (5.18)Then, sine we are perturbatively allowed a � term, we �nd the saling with volume of theK�ahler potential of suh states, sine the intersetion grows as p�b, isK(bb) � V�1: (5.19)This leads to a tahyoni gravity-mediated mass using equation (5.14) for the Higgs pair ofm2Hh � �M23=2: (5.20)22



In suh a senario, we an also onsider the possibility that the large yle is not rigid, allowingan adjoint singlet Sh. Sine we are not onerned about the hidden U(1) unifying into a largergauge group, and that the yle an be potentially stabilised by supersymmetry breaking e�ets,it is reasonable to onsider this possibility. In suh a ase, there will be a holomorphi Yukawaoupling to the vetor Higgs pair of W � �SShHh ~Hh: (5.21)By dimensional redution of the Dira-Born-Infeld ation, the adjoint K�ahler potential salesas K(Sh) � V2=3, and thus the gravity-mediated mass generated for it, using equation (5.14), ism2Sh � 2M23=2: (5.22)This is large and positive, stabilising the adjoint at zero vauum expetation value. Then, asshown in [117℄ in the ontext of global supersymmetry, we have an additional ontribution tothe physial (i.e. normalised) Higgs quarti oupling ofV � 14 �2SV2=3H2h ~H2h; (5.23)after integrating out the salars for Sh. This an allow an inrease in the hidden Higgs massompared to the naive expetation. However, note that in Eq. (5.23) the oupling sales like g2h{ so we wouldn't expet an inrease by orders of magnitude. This is beause for a very spei�value of the (holomorphi and thus K�ahler modulus independent) �S the �elds are N = 2supersymmetri. This ours when the physial oupling �SeK=2(K(Sh)K(bb)K(bb))�1=2 = p2gh(assuming the hidden Higgs �eld has harge �1 under the hidden gauge group). Sine thereis no suh N = 2 symmetry for a general Calabi-Yau orientifold, we generially expet �S todi�er from this value { possibly allowing for a signi�ant inrease of the hidden Higgs mass.5.3.2 Chiral HiggsWe an also onsider the Higgs to be a hiral state, interseting the hyperweak brane and ahidden yle. In string models we �nd that hiral Higgs, in ontrast to a Higgs pair strethingbetween brane and orientifold image as above, will always be harged under an additional gaugegroup (whih may be anomalous). If this group has a oupling ~gh that is not hyperweak (i.e. ifthe hidden Higgs is at an intersetion between the hyperweak gauge group and a hidden setoron ollapsed yles - exatly the plae where the gravity mediated masses may be aeptable)then we have an additional quarti oupling ontribution and the Higgs masses will be enhanedrelative to their vev. However, if this gauge group is massless, then we will �nd a rank one massmatrix for the two gauge bosons, i.e. one linear ombination will remain massless, as in theMSSM. The natural remedy for this is that they are harged under an additional hidden brokenU(1) that has a mass from the St�ukelberg mehanism. For an appropriate St�ukelberg mass,we then expet the hidden Higgs breaking to give m20 � j(mhidsoft)2jg2h=~g2h � m2Hh � j(mhidsoft)2j.However, we must be areful sine the St�ukelberg ouplings, being supersymmetri, a�et theD-terms.We saw in setion 4 that St�ukelberg masses are generated by the oupling of spae-timetwo-forms to the gauge �elds; these two-forms are assoiated to either orientifold-even two-formsor odd four-forms on the ompat spae. However, spae-time two-forms are dual to salars,and it is the salars that appear in the supergravity Lagrangian, as the lowest omponents oflinear multiplets. However, they an be equivalently written in terms of hiral multiplets, andas this is the form that the moduli are usually written in the literature we shall follow thisonvention. The ouplings �ij (4.1) are proportional to the string mass and numerial fators(depending on the magneti uxes and yles wrapped) but not the volume or string oupling.23



When we dualise (keeping the disussion general so that the super�eld is Xi = xi + iCi, whereCi is the axion and xi a modulus) we �nd the K�ahler potential to quadrati order isK � 14Kij(Xi +Xi + 2�ikgkVk)(Xj +Xj + 2�jlglVl); (5.24)where Vi are the hiral super�elds with ouplings gi. The K�ahler potential Kij = 12Gij , theinverse of Gij in (4.1). We shall take Kij = kxV�2=3+ ;�ij = �xMs; kx;�x � O(1). Then thephysial mass for the additional hidden U(1)00 is given bym200 = ~g2hM2s kxV�2=3+�2x � ~g2hM2s V�2=3+ : (5.25)For bulk two-forms we have  = 1=3 (.f. (4.5)); for bulk four-forms we have  = 1; and foranomalous U(1)s (whose two- or four-forms are loalised) we have  = 2=3. Only two-formswill yield masses suppressed relative to the string sale for branes on ollapsed yles, and sothis is the ase to whih we shall restrit ourselves.We then have the additional ontribution to the potential�V = 12Kiim2xx2i + 12~g2h(Kii�iMsxi + kHH(jH1j2 � jH2j2))2; (5.26)where kHH is the hidden Higgs K�ahler metri, assumed to be diagonal and idential for H1;H2;mx is the physial mass of the modulus xi, whih is then stabilised, modifying the quartioupling to g2h2 ! g2h2 + ~g2h2 � m2xm2x +Kii~g2hM2s�2x� ; (5.27)where we have resaled the Higgs �elds; the low energy theory thus has an e�etive potential of~V = m21jH1j2+m22jH2j2+m23(H1H2+ :)+ 12�g2h+~g2h m2xm2x +m200!�(jH1j2�jH2j2)2: (5.28)We an write g2h � ~g2hV�2=3, and thus requiremHhm0 � V1=3 m2xm2x +m200!1=2 �pgs=2 jW0j � 1; (5.29)where the latter identity is for two-form generated mass (learly if the U(1)00 is anomalous andhas a string sale mass then we annot use this mehanism) and we have set ~g2h = 2�gs.Sine the bounds on light miniharged partiles are signi�antly relaxed for mHh & MeV, wean use this to onstrain the minimum hidden photon mass given a ertain gravitino sale/�netuning. From the above, we �nd m0 & 1jW0j MeV; (5.30)up to order one fators (inludingpgs=2). The \natural" value for W0 is generally assumed tobe 1; so to have very light hidden photons requires some �ne tuning. For example, to obtaina hidden photon mass of � eV with a hidden Higgs mass of � MeV we would need W0 � 106;however it would not be unreasonable to expet a hierarhy of 102�104, allowing hidden photonmasses as low as 100 eV. We thus have a natural mehanism that allows a moderate hierarhybetween the hyperweak gauge boson and hidden Higgs masses.
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Figure 11: String theory expetations for the mass and kineti mixings of massive hidden U(1)gauge bosons kinetially mixing with the ordinary eletromagneti photon. The red/orangeareas denote a situation where the hidden U(1) arises from a hyperweak D7 brane. In this asethe kineti mixing is diretly related (up to an order of magnitude) to the string saleMs, whihis shown on the right axis. The straight bands denote the situations where the hidden photonmass arises from a St�ukelberg mehanism. The lighter red area extending to arbitrarily lowmasses shows the possible masses from a Higgs mehanism. The lower bound omes from alower bound to the string sale Ms > 100 GeV. In the lower right triangle (lighter red) showsa region where the vauum expetation value of the hidden Higgs would be larger than thestring sale (hHhi > Ms). The upper bound on the kineti mixing omes from onstraints onthe phenomenology of the hidden Higgs partile whih beomes mini-harged (f. Set. 5.1and [28℄). All the red areas orrespond to the natural ase where the hidden Higgs mass issimilar to that of the hidden photon (mHh � m0 � mhidsoft). However, in models with a hiralHiggs it is possible to reate a hierarhy (mHh � m0) by tuning W0, whih make the regionsshown in orange phenomenologially allowed. The blue bands orrespond to the ase where thehidden photon arises from a ollapsed yle and either gains its mass through a St�ukelbergor a hidden Higgs mehanism. For omparison we have inluded the urrent experimentalonstraints as the grey area (f. Fig. 1 for details).6 Summary and onlusionsExtra U(1) gauge bosons kinetially mixing with the eletromagneti (or hyperharge) U(1)may provide us with a unique window into hidden setor physis. Moreover, they ould play arole in a number of observed phenomena possibly onneted to dark matter (f. items 2-5 inthe Introdution and the regions labeled \Lukewarm DM", \Uni�ed DM" and \Hidden PhotinoDM" in Fig. 1). In this paper we have investigated what masses and sizes of kineti mixings areexpeted in string theory, more preisely in LARGE volume ompati�ations. Our �ndingsare summarized in Fig. 11.As skethed in Fig. 2, LARGE volume senarios allow for a variety of di�erent extra, hiddenU(1) gauge bosons. On LARGE yles we an have hyperweak gauge bosons (see Fig. 2(a)),and on ollapsed yles (see Fig. 2(b)) as well as on D3-branes (see Fig. 2()) we an have extraU(1)s with gauge ouplings omparable to those of the Standard Model gauge groups. Massesfor these hidden U(1) gauge bosons an arise either from a St�ukelberg mehanism or from aHiggs mehanism. The St�ukelberg masses are typially losely linked to the type of hidden25



Figure 12: As in Fig. 11 but in addition we show some interesting future probes of massivehidden U(1)s like: light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiments with optial lasers [18℄ orwith mirowaves in resonant avities [21,24{27℄, heliosopes looking for hidden photons emittedfrom the Sun [22, 118, 119℄, the extragalati X-ray di�use bakground [31℄, e+e� olliders [37,45℄, �xed-target experiments [38, 46℄, and hadron olliders like Tevatron or the LHC [35, 36℄.U(1) and to the string sale. Therefore, this situation is partiularly preditive (f. the bandslabeled \St�ukelberg #1" and \St�ukelberg #2" in Fig. 11). The hidden photon ould alsoobtain a mass via a hidden Higgs mehanism. In these senarios the hidden photon typiallyaquires a mass omparable to the size of the soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the hiddensetor. The size of the latter is strongly dependent on the supersymmetry breaking senario(e.g. gauge or gravity mediation) and overs a large range of possible values. Note, however,that indeed very small masses an arise quite naturally. In the Higgs senario there is, of ourse,also a hidden Higgs partile. This typially has a mass of the same order of magnitude as thehidden photon but this an be remedied with some �ne-tuning. Sine a light hidden Higgswould in many situations behave like a miniharged partile this puts additional onstraints onthis senario: the remaining allowed region is displayed as a shaded area labeled by \HiddenHiggs" in Fig. 11. The orange regions show allowed regions of inreasing �ne tuning to theright. We note that in this partiular ase hidden photons with masses and mixings in the meVvalley (with a very reah phenomenology, see item 1 in the Introdution) are possible.Even smaller kineti mixings than those depited in Fig. 11 an arise on D3 branes orin senarios where the visible U(1) is embedded in a GUT and the leading order ontributionsanel. The typial sizes of the kineti mixing are shown in Fig. 5 for these ases. Also note thatin these setups the hidden gauge ouplings are not neessarily hyperweak. Moreover, despitetheir small values for the kineti mixing these senarios may nevertheless be phenomenologiallyinteresting, as for example in the ontext of deaying hidden photino dark matter (item 5 inthe Introdution).Finally, let us also note that the hidden Higgs ould also remain vev-less. Then it wouldbehave as hidden setor matter whih aquires a small eletri harge under the ordinary photondue to kineti mixing and a (positive) mass of the order of the soft mass terms ranging from� eV to & TeV. The miniharges arising in the various setups disussed and the urrentbounds are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 8, respetively. Let us also note that in hyperweaksenarios, miniharged partiles arising from kineti mixing behave in some situation as if there26



is no hidden photon at all [101℄. This leads to some interesting phenomenologial features.In the near future a wide variety of astrophysial observations and laboratory experimentsan searh for hidden photons. Comparing with our expetations from string theory (see Fig. 12)we �nd that together these experiments and observations test a wide variety of models and animpressive range of string sales.AknowledgmentsMG would like to thank Karim Benakli, Joe Conlon, Nik Halmagyi, Amir Kashani-Poor,Sameer Murthy and Waldemar Shulgin for useful disussions. JJ, JR and AR would like tothank Clare Burrage for ollaboration on related subjets. Moreover, AR would like to thankThomas Grimm, Dieter L�ust and Christoph Weniger.A String e�etive ationsHere we shall briey review the low energy �eld theory of type IIB strings relevant for LARGEvolume ompati�ations; for a more omplete treatment see for example [80, 91℄.The starting point is the ten-dimensional bosoni ationSIIB =2�M8s Z e�2��R ? 1 + 4d� ^ ?d�� 12H3 ^ ?H3�� �M8s Z �F1 ^ ?F1 + F3 ^ ?F3 + 12F5 ^ ?F5 + C4 ^H3 ^ F3�; (A.1)where in the string basis the propagating degrees of freedom are the metri variations gij ,antisymmetri tensor Bij, dilaton � (where gs = eh�i) and R � R p-forms C[�1;:::;�p℄, and the�eld strengths H3 � dB2; F1 � dC0; Fp+1 � dCp � Cp�2 ^H3; (A.2)and F5 = ?F5 must be imposed on the equations of motion.Note that the above ation (A.1) does not have a anonial Einstein-Hilbert term whenthe dilaton is treated as a dynamial �eld. One approah to remedy this is to resale to the\Einstein metri" gE�� = e��=2g�� (note that pgERE = � d�22 pgR under GE�� = �g��). Notethat the kineti terms of p-forms resale as e�2 (4�p) and the dilaton obtains a anonial kinetiterm. With the new metri the volume resales so that VE = e� 32�V .The above is supplemented by the D-brane ationsSDp =� 2�l�p�1s Z dp+1xe��trp�det (i�(g +B) + l2sF=(2�))� 2�il�p�1s ZDp tr exp �i�B + l2sF=(2�)� ^ 5Xm=0C2m ^s Â(RT )Â(RN ) : (A.3)Here Â(RT ); Â(RN ) are the Â-roof genus assoiated with respetively the tangent and normalbundles on the D-brane, partiularly relevant when the volume of the brane is small. For braneswrapping supersymmetri yles (the only ase we onsider in this work) the �rst, Dira-Born-Infeld term above beomesSDBI = � 2�gsl4sZ Z d4xtrp�det ((g4 +B4) + l2sF=(2�)) (A.4)where the integration is over the visible four dimensions (hene the subsripts denote the four-dimensional metri and antisymmetri tensor) and Z is the entral hargeZ = Z[Dp℄ exp �� l�2s i�(B + iJ)� ^ exp � F2�� ^s Â(RT )Â(RN ) ; (A.5)27



where we integrate only over the ompat yle wrapped by the Dp brane.The above an then be dimensionally redued, keeping only the massless modes; we �ndsalars, vetors and pseudosalars aording to zero, one or two indies on the non-ompatdimensions respetively. The metri variations an be deomposed in terms of four-dimensional�elds as J =igijdyi ^ dyj = tA(x)!A;Ægij = 3!i
ijk
ijk zK(x)(�K)iij
ijj; (A.6)where x are the oordinates on Minkowski spae; J is the K�ahler form; !A a basis of theohomology group H1;1; yi some oordinates on the Calabi-Yau; 
ijk the holomorphi three-form; and (�K)iij a basis of H1;2. zK is a set of omplex salars; zK and tA are then the �eldsorresponding to variations of the Calabi-Yau metri. Note that we de�ne all of the �elds to bedimensionless. Next we examine the form potentials,B2 =B2(x) + bA(x)!A; C2 = C2(x) + A(x)!A;C4 =DA2 (x) ^ !A + V K(x) ^ �K � UK(x) ^ �K + �A~!A: (A.7)Here ~!A is a basis of H2;2; and �K ; �K are a sympleti basis of three yles, K running from1 to h1;2. We then see that the zK and V K must form the salar and vetor part of h2;1 vetormultiplets making the omplex struture moduli �elds, while vA; bA; A; �A form the four realsalars of a set of h1;1 hypermultiplets whih omprise the K�ahler moduli.We then introdue an orientifold projetion (�1)FL
p�� where FL is the left-moving world-sheet fermion number for exitations on Minkowski oordinates8; 
p is worldsheet parity rever-sal9; and �� is the pull-bak of an isometry � (with �2 = 1) of the Calabi-Yau manifold ontodi�erential forms10. The ation of �� on the K�ahler form is ��J = J and on the holomorphithree-form ��
 = �
. This generates O3 and O7 planes ( for ��
 = 
 we would have O5and O9 planes). The ohomology groups Hp;q then split into Hp;q� aording to their eigenvalueunder ��. We an then split H1;1 into H1;1+ with basis !� and H1;1� with basis !a aordingto their eigenvalues; there is then a orresponding basis ~!�; ~!a of H2;2+ and H2;2� respetively.Note that these are dual to the !�; !a;1l6s Z !� ^ ~!� = Æ��;1l6s Z !a ^ ~!b = Æba;1l6s Z !� ^ ~!b = 0: (A.8)For the three-forms, sine � is a holomorphi involution that ommutes with the Hodge ?operation, we �nd h1;2� = h2;1� . Clearly sine the holomorphi three-form is unique and oddunder the involution we �nd H3;0 = H3;0� . Of the metri variations, learly sine the K�ahlerform is even only the H1;1+ elements survive (J = t�(x)!�); while for the omplex struturevariations it is the odd elements sine the holomorphi three-form is odd (�K = �k 2 H1;2� ).Then the surviving form �elds areB2 =ba(x)!a; C2 = a(x)!a;C4 =D�2 (x) ^ !� + V �(x) ^ �� + U�(x) ^ �� + ��~!�: (A.9)8So it a�ets only the Ramond setors, and leaves �; g; B2 invariant but under whih C0; C2; C4 are odd.9Under whih g;�; C2 are even and B2; C0; C4 are odd due to the di�erene of GSO projetions between leftand right moving setors in IIB.10Under whih �; C0; g; C4 are even and B2; C2 are odd.28



Here it is worth noting that (�1)F
p��V K ; UK = V K ; UK and thus the invariant states V �; U�are atually real �elds, with (��; ��) being a real sympleti basis of H2;1+ �H1;2+ . Thus we seethat half of the states have been projeted out.Note that with the orientifold projetion on the forms we an de�ne new quantities via theintersetion form; on a Calabi-Yau manifold Y , the intersetion form is de�ned in terms of abasis of two-forms f!Ag; A = 1::h1;1 asKABC � 1l6s ZY !A ^ !B ^ !C : (A.10)After the orientifold projetion, the intersetion numbersK�� = Kab = K�b = 0. The volumeis then given by Vol(Y ) = 13! RY J ^ J ^ J � l6s3! t�t�tK�� � l6sV whih involves only positiveeigenforms of ��. The metri is also a�eted;GAB � 1l6s Z !A ^ ?!B (A.11)and so G�b = 0;G�� = �K��t + K���t�t�K���t�t�4V ;= �K��t + ����V ;Gab = �Kabt : (A.12)Here we have de�ned �� � K��t�t� whih orresponds to the volume (in string units) of thefour-yle dual to !�.Now if we take the surviving �elds and insert them into the e�etive ation (A.1) we anidentify the hiral super�elds that are the K�ahler oordinates on the moduli spae. One �ndsthat the K�ahler potential is given by11K = �2 log[V + �2℄� log �� iZ 
 ^ 
�� 4 log � 1p2(S + S)� (A.13)where the omplex �elds, in addition to the omplex struture moduli zk, areS =e�� � iC0; Ga = a + iSba;T� =i�� +Re(S)�� + 12 1S + SK�bGb(G�G): (A.14)The above is given in the string frame as will appear in string e�etive ations from loopomputations. Noting that Re(hSi) = 1=gs, the appearane of Re(S) in front of the volumefator indiates that positive powers of the modulus T� annot appear perturbatively beyondtree level.Now we note that T� has a set of shift symmetriesa ! a + �a; �a ! �a +K�bba� (A.15)whih beome gauged upon the addition of D-branes (in fat, one we add D-branes we �ndthat the separation between K�ahler and omplex struture moduli spaes beomes obsured, butthis is not important for this work). Therefore the K�ahler moduli, beyond tree level, may only11Inluding for ompleteness the �0 orretions due to � = ��(Y )2 �(3), where �(Y ) = 2h1;1 � 2h1;2 is the Eulernumber of Y and � is the Riemann zeta-funtion. 29



appear as exponentials in the superpotential, and only from non-perturbative ontributions.This an also be understood as the K�ahler moduli salars being the lowest omponents of linearmultiplets (whih may not perturbatively appear in the superpotential) whereas the omplexstruture moduli lie in hiral multiplets.The omplex struture moduli12 zk do not have a shift symmetry and do not arry fatorsof the string oupling, and therefore the superpotential and gauge kineti funtions may bearbitrary funtions of these. This is in ontrast to the ase in IIA strings, where both omplexand K�ahler moduli have Peei-Quinn shift symmetries.B ����SUSY kineti mixing terms in �eld theoryHere we wish to alulate the operators (3.17,3.18) for a generi renormalisable model havingmessenger super�elds �i = �i +p2�� i � + (��)Fi + ::: oupling to a pseudomodulus � havinga vev h�i = F�(��). The relevant superpotential oupling isW =W�ij��i�j: (B.1)We shall need the formulaZ d4q(2�)4 4Yi=1 1q2 �m2i = � 116�2 4Xi 6=j 6=k 6=l 16 m2i logm2i(m2i �m2j)(m2i �m2k)(m2i �m2l ) (B.2)and the simpli�ationsZ d4q(2�)4 1(q2 �m2)4 = 116�2 16m4 ; (B.3)Z d4q(2�)4 1(q2 �m2i ) 1(q2 �m2j)3 � f (1;3)ij = 116�2 � 12m2j(m2j �m2i ) + m2i(m2j �m2i )3 log m2im2j �;Z d4q(2�)4 1(q2 �m2i )2 1(q2 �m2j)2 � f (2;2)ij = 116�2 �� 2(m2j �m2i )2 + m2i +m2j(m2j �m2i )3 log m2im2j �:(B.4)To ompute ����SUSY kineti mixing terms, the most eÆient method is to ompute the \sat-tering" of the auxiliary �elds in a manner similar to \generalised kineti mixing" of [120℄, andso to ompute terms of the form (3.16),(3.17),(3.18) we ompute the sattering of two D �eldswith one and two F �elds, and two D �elds respetively. Let us onsider the ouplings of theseto messenger �elds �i with masses mi (we an always hoose a basis suh that the mass matrixis diagonal); the D terms ouple via their gauge urrent p2Dqi�yi�i,13 while the F -terms ouplevia the superpotential F�W�ij�i�j .We then �nd e�etive terms in the Lagrangian:��L � 116�2 16f (1;3)ij W�ijW y�ijqjq0jDD0jF�j2+ 116�2 8f (2;2)ij W�ijW y�ijqiq0jDD0jF�j2Xi � 116�2 1m4i (qi)2D2(q0i)2(D0)2 + 116�2 23m4i qiD(q0i)3(D0)3 + 116�2 23m4i (qi)3D3q0iD0�:(B.5)12Note that there are h2;1� + 1 of these, with the extra degree of freedom orresponding to shifts of the holo-morphi three-form 
! 
e�h; this is removed by hoosing a basis zk = (1; zk).13In priniple after diagonalising the (supersymmetri) mass matrix we may obtain non-diagonal gauge urrents.However, this only ours when we allow vevs of �elds that would spontaneously break the gauge symmetry -sine we are only interested in the (gauge invariant) F - and D-term ontributions we an safely ignore these.30



However, to �nd the orresponding terms in the K�ahler potential for the F -terms we must beareful, sine there may be terms of the formZ d4�W�(D��)W 0_�D _�(�) � 4DD0jF�j2; (B.6)whih ontains no kineti mixing term. Therefore we must ompare with the sattering of aphoton and a hidden photon with two auxiliary F �elds and examine the oeÆient of p�p0� .Sine the auxiliary �elds do not ouple to the fermions, the photon vertex oupling to salarsis idential to the oupling of the D �eld to salars up to a fator of the external momentum;therefore we do not generate terms of the above form, and we onlude that the orretions tothe K�ahler potential are��K ��Xij 116�2W�ijW y�ij�2f (1;3)ij qjq0j + f (2;2)ij qiq0j��W�W 0��D2(�) +W _�W 0 _��D2(�)�+Xi 116�2 1m4i qiq0iqiq0iW�W 0�W _�W 0 _�+Xi 116�2 13m4i qiqiqiq0i(W�W�W _�W 0 _� +W�W 0�W _�W _�)+Xi 116�2 13m4i qiq0iq0iq0i(W�W 0�W 0_�W 0 _� +W�0W 0�W 0_�W _�): (B.7)C ����SUSY kineti mixing terms in toroidal string modelsTo alulate the terms in the e�etive ation (3.16),(3.17),(3.18) for a toroidal model, we anompute sattering amplitudes with the auxiliary �elds. We shall onsider an orientifold of afatorisable six-torus T6 = T21 � T22 � T33. The vertex operator for the F -term for a K�ahlermodulus orresponing to the jth torus isV (0;0)F = eik�XT j � T j 1p2�0 ��Xj 3Y�6=j ~	� + �Xj 3Y�6=j	��; (C.1)where T j is the magnitude of the K�ahler modulus, and, as mentioned in the text the operatorontains no Chan-Paton fators and so will amplitudes involving it will anel for traelesshyperharge and N = 4 setors. The operator for the D-term isV 0D = �eik�X 3X�=1 �Hk(z) = �eik�X 3X�=1 limw!z�i�w�(w � z)eiH�(w)e�iH�(z)�; (C.2)where � is the Chan-Paton fator.However, we an alulate the oeÆient of the operator W aW bW W d where a; b; ; d 2fh; visg by onsideringZ d4�W aW bW W d �DaDbDDd �DaDb� i4F �� ~F  �� + 12F ��F d ����DDd� i4F a�� ~F b �� + 12F a��F b ���+� i4F a�� ~F b �� + 12F a��F b ���� i4F �� ~F  �� + 12F ��F d ���; (C.3)31



and so by extrating the oeÆient of 14F a��F b ��F ��F d �� in a sattering amplitude we andetermine the oeÆient in the e�etive ation. The result of [93℄ giveslimpa;pb;p;pd!0A(a; b; ; d) � (2�)44N ��14 F a��F b ��F ��F d ���Z 10 dt 8(2�0)4t(8�2�0)2�(t); (C.4)where pi are the momenta, A is the amplitude, N is the order of the orbifold (the prefator 4 isfrom the GSO and orientifold projetions) and � is the momentum/winding sum. The aboveassumes that the branes are separated so that the amplitude is regulated in the infra-red of the�eld theory; this is the ase we are interested in. Consider for simpliity a retangular six-torusof equal radii R, and brane separations along eah oordinate of yi. Then the winding sum is�(t) = 6Yi=1Xni e� t2��0 (2�Rni+yi)2 = 1(2t)3 1V 6Yi=1Xmi exp[���0m2i2tR2 � 2�imi~yi℄; (C.5)where we de�ned ~yi � yi=2�R, ni;mi are integers and of ourse V = (2�R)6(4�2�0)3 . This is then verysimilar to brane-antibrane kineti mixing. Performing the integral in the losed string hanneland exluding the zero mode orresponding to a massless losed string exhange givesD = 12�4 2�NV2=3 Xmi�0 os(2�P6j=1mj~yj)P6j=1m2j : (C.6)However, the appropriate estimate in [58℄ involves integrating in the open string hannel andnegleting the winding modes; this yieldsD � 12�4 12� 1N 1V2=3 1(Pi ~y2i )2 : (C.7)However, this is not periodi in ~yi; therefore we shall simply take as our estimate in general tobe D � 14�5 1V2=3 : (C.8)Referenes[1℄ B. Holdom, Phys. Lett. B 166 (1986) 196.[2℄ L. B. Okun, Sov. Phys. JETP 56 (1982) 502 [Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 83 (1982) 892℄.[3℄ K. S. Babu, C. F. Kolda and J. Marh-Russell, Phys. Rev. D 57 (1998) 6788[arXiv:hep-ph/9710441℄.[4℄ D. Feldman, Z. Liu and P. Nath, Phys. Rev. D 75 (2007) 115001 [arXiv:hep-ph/0702123℄.[5℄ E. R. Williams, J. E. Faller and H. A. Hill, Phys. Rev. Lett. 26 (1971) 721.[6℄ D. F. Bartlett and S. Loegl, Phys. Rev. Lett. 61 (1988) 2285.[7℄ J. Jaekel, J. Redondo and A. Ringwald, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101 (2008) 131801[arXiv:0804.4157 [astro-ph℄℄.[8℄ A. Mirizzi, J. Redondo and G. Sigl, JCAP 0903 (2009) 026 [arXiv:0901.0014 [hep-ph℄℄.[9℄ G. Ruoso et al. [BFRT Collaboration℄, Z. Phys. C 56 (1992) 505.[10℄ R. Cameron et al., Phys. Rev. D 47 (1993) 3707.32
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